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Introduction
The world around us can be described in one word as "Variety". It is difficult to agree that the world hasn’t so needed orderliness, created over millennia, developed and maintained constantly as oases of order in the core of the chaos... It is strange for our perception of the world as a four-dimensional existence. It is strange, because our mind builds a completely different picture of ordered spatiality and extensity.

The concept “order” has many meanings but here it is used in the sense of a condition of logical or comprehensible arrangement among the separate elements of a group [AHD, 2009]; a state in which all components or elements are arranged logically, comprehensibly, or naturally; sequence (alphabetical order) [Collins, 2003]; arrangement of thoughts, ideas, temporal events [WordNet, 2012].

One very important aspect of the order is that every entity of the ordered set has its own location in it. The names of these locations are called addresses.

We will use the concept “address” in the sense accepted in the Computer Science: the code that identifies where a piece of information is stored [WordNet, 2012]; a name or number used in information storage or retrieval that is assigned to a specific memory location; the memory location identified by this name or number, a name or a sequence of characters that designates an e-mail account or a specific site on the Internet or other network [AHD, 2009].

Usually we make difference between human aspect of the concept “address” and its computer “understanding”. This paper is aimed to introduce an approach of using human representation of the address by natural language words as computer memory address. This approach we call “Natural Language Addressing” (NLA).

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we outline the addressing in the textual information models. After that we discuss the naming the locations and using encoding of the names as addresses. In conclusion we consider possible implementations of NLA.
Addressing in the textual information models

The concept “address” is closely connected with the terms “information interaction” and “information model”. [Markov, 1984; Markov et al, 2003]

We continuously build information models of the world and of ourselves in this world. The need of coordinating our actions with others humans or intelligent devices requires constant information exchange (interaction), the basis of which are the information models.

In the Computer Science, the term “information model” is most popular. The “Information Model” is an abstract but formal representation of entities including their properties, relationships and the operations that can be performed on them [DN, 2013]. “An information model is a representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations to specify data semantics for a chosen domain of discourse. The advantage of using an information model is that it can provide sharable, stable, and organized structure of information requirements for the domain context. An information modeling language is a formal syntax that allows users to capture data semantics and constraints” [Lee, 1999].

It is wrong to believe that the information models are a phenomenon only of humans. But only for humans there exist letters and accordingly textual (formal or not formal) information models. The simplest textual information model is a linear structure of text elements – letters, words, sentences or more complicated structures like tags in the Extensible Markup Language [XML, 2013].

The important elements of textual models may be defined by corresponded definitions located in different places of the text. If the concepts together with theirs definitions are ordered alphabetically, like in a dictionary (Figure 1), going through text one may find needed concept and its definition.

Some models have internal structure which may be divided on substructures, etc. For instance, the Brookshear’s textbook “Overview of the Computer Science” is such model. It is represented by a book with chapters (Figure 2)
[Brookshear, 2012]. It is a non-formal information model. It is a complex one because it contains textual elements, graphics, and pictures. When definitions are placed randomly in a book, for the sake of convenience, at the end of book, an index is located. It contains main concepts and pointers to pages where the concepts are defined. One needs to follow simple algorithm to find a definition. This is illustrated at Figure 2 for the concept "address, of memory cell".

Figure 2. Addressing by indexing [Brookshear, 2012]
Examples of nonlinear textual information models are graphs of interconnected text elements. An example of such model is graphical representation of ontology. Other examples are relational structures usually represented by sets of tables.

In other words, irrespective of type of the textual information model, every its element has its own location and, respectively, its own address in text. Some of the elements may be so important to be pointed by their addresses in an index. It is a sequential arrangement of material, especially in alphabetical or numerical order, which serves to guide, point out or otherwise facilitate reference, especially: a more or less detailed alphabetized list of names, places, subjects, etc, treated in the text of a printed work. It usually appears at the end of book and identifies page numbers on which information about each subject appears [AHD, 2009; Collins, 2003].

Sets of concepts and their definitions, organized in dictionaries, are ordered alphabetically and this way location of every concept and its definition may be found easily.

**Computer indexes**

The textual information models may be stored in the (internal or external) computer memory. Locating the concepts and definitions may be done by:

- Direct scanning the files;
- Indexing and based on it search of the pointer to address of text element.

Scanning the files is convenient only for small volumes of concepts and definitions. Some rationalization is possible using some algorithms like binary search.

Indexing is creating tables (indexes) that point to the location of folders, files and records. Depending on the purpose, indexing identifies location of resources based on file names, key data fields in a database record, text within a file or unique attributes in a graphics or video file [PC mag, 2013].

In database design, an index is a list or a reference table of keys (or keywords), each of which identifies a unique record or document and is used to locate a particular element within a data array or table. Indexes make it faster to find specific records and to sort records by the index field that is, the field used to identify each record [Webopedia, 2013; AHD, 2009; Collins, 2003].

For large volumes of concepts, the indexes became too large and additional, secondary indexing is needed. Such multi-level index structures are well-known B-trees of Rudolf Bayer [Bayer, 1971] as well as B+trees [Knuth, 1997] (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. B-tree](image-url)
Let repeat, the main idea of indexing is to facilitate the search by search in (multi-level) index and after that to ensure the direct access to address given by pointer. In other words, the goal of data indexing is to ease the search of and access to data at any given time. This is done by creating a data structure called index and providing faster access to the data. Accessing data is determined by the physical storage device being used. Indexing could potentially provide large increases in performance for large-scale analysis of unstructured data. Additionally the implementation of the chosen index must be suitable in terms of index construction time and storage utilization [Faye et al, 2012].

Indexing needs resources: memory for storing additional information and time for processing, which may be quite a long, especially for updating of the indexes when new elements are added or some old ones are removed.

**Naming the addresses**

Basic element of an index is couple: 

\[(\text{name}, \text{address}).\]

For instance such couples on Figure 2 are: 

\[\text{("Address, of memory cell", 27)}\]
\[\text{("Address polynomial", 350)}\]

In different sources the “name” is called “key”, “concept”, etc. The address usually is given by any “number”, “pointer”, etc.

There are two interpretations of the couple (concept, address):

1) The address is a connection of the concept with its definition, i.e. practically we have triple: 

\[(\text{name}, \text{address}, \text{definition})\]

2) The concept is a name of the address and may be used for user friendly style of programming and the third part (definition) may be variable.

In the very beginning, replacing the address by name was used in the programming languages for pointing the addresses by names (identificators), like in Algol 60 [Naur, 1963].

Later, the same idea was used in the Web navigation systems. Web navigation is mostly based on Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). URLs can be hard to remember and change constantly. For instance, in the “International Human-Friendly Web Navigation System”, the Company “RealNames” offered an alternative Web addressing scheme using natural language, replacing unfriendly URLs like [http://www.fordvehicles.com/vehiclehome.asp?vid=12](http://www.fordvehicles.com/vehiclehome.asp?vid=12) with common names such as "Ford Mustang". Building a fully international system that provides a human-friendly naming infrastructure for the whole Web is a challenging task. By leveraging Unicode to represent names it is possible to build a global naming engine that, coupled with knowledge of local customs simplifies Web navigation through the use of natural language keywords [Arrouse, 1999].

Some of the electronic spreadsheets have possibility to point a group of cells and/or rows with a name and further to use this name in functions and other operations assuming all cells and/or rows named by this name. For instance, “Zoho Sheet” [Zoho sheet, 2012; Zoho sheet_blog, 2012] can recognize and correlate names used in formulas with cells/cell ranges automatically. You have to just give the row/column header of a table as arguments to functions and Zoho Sheet will auto-recognize the cell range associated with the name. It is very
convenient to quickly type in the formulas with these names instead of worrying about keying in the proper cell range.

Consider the following sheet (Figure 4), available at [http://zohosheet.com/public.do?fid=25835](http://zohosheet.com/public.do?fid=25835).

Look at the formulas in the cells F5:F7 and C9:E9. The formula =SUM('USA') will automatically add the cell values in the row with the header 'USA'. Earlier you had to use =SUM(C5:E5). Now the row header can directly be used. You do not even need to name/label the cell ranges. You can even copy and paste these formulas to adjacent rows or columns and they will automatically be adjusted relatively. In this case, copying the F5 cell and pasting it to F6, will result in the formula =SUM('EMEA') in F6.

The approach of replacing cell addresses with names in Zoho Sheet was called “Natural Language Addressing”.

**Using the encoding of name as address**

In this paper we propose to use the computer encoding of name (concept) letters as address of connected to it information. This way no indexes are needed and high speed direct access to the text elements is available. It is similar to the natural order addressing in a dictionary shown at Figure 1 where no explicit index is used but the concept by itself locates the definition. Our approach is similar to one in the Zoho Sheet, too.

Because of this we will use the same term: “Natural Language Addressing”.

For instance, let have the next definition:

“London: The capital city of England and the United Kingdom, and the largest city, urban zone and metropolitan area in the United Kingdom, and the European Union by most measures.”

In the computer memory, for example, it may be stored at address “FF084920” and the index couple is:

("London", “FF084920”)

At the memory address “FF084920” the main text, “The capital … measures.” will be stored.

To read/write the main text, firstly we need to find name “London” in the index and after that to access memory address “FF084920” to read/write the definition.
If we assume that name “London” in the computer memory is encoded by six numbers (letter codes), for instance by using ASCII encoding system London is encoded as (76, 111, 110, 100, 111, 110), than we may use these codes as direct address to memory, i.e.

(“London”, “76, 111, 110, 100, 111, 110”)

One may remark that above we have written two times the same name and this is truth. Because of this we may omit this couple and index, and read/write directly to the address “76, 111, 110, 100, 111, 110”.

For human this address will be shown as “London”, but for the computer it will be “76, 111, 110, 100, 111, 110”. From other point of view, the array “76, 111, 110, 100, 111, 110” may be assumed as co-ordinates of a point in a multidimensional (in this case – six dimensional) information space and the definition can be stored in this point.

The natural language does not contain words only of six letters long. The length of the words is variable and in addition there exits names as phrases like “Address polynomial” above. This means that we really have multidimensional address space defined by set of all natural words and phrases.

What we need is a program function which converts such multidimensional addresses in concrete linear machine locations (on the hard disk, for example).

**Conclusion**

Natural Language Addressing (NLA) is a possibility to access information using natural language words or phrases as direct addresses of the information in the computer memory. For this purpose the internal encoding of the letters is used to generate corresponded address co-ordinates. In this paper we outlined the main idea of NLA and illustrated its genesis.

NLA is applicable for storing dictionaries, thesauruses, and ontologies. The further work is to realize experimental software programs to implement the idea of NLA and to provide practical tests.
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